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“The Seven C’s of History” (Creation, Corruption, Catastrophe, Confusion, Christ, Cross,
Consummation) help us remember the big events which have affected—and will
affect—the history of the universe.

“‘Come, let Us go down and there confuse their language . . . .’ So the LORD scattered
them abroad from there over the face of all the earth, and they ceased building the city”
(Genesis 11:7–8).
in the beginning
God’s perfect creation was corrupted by Adam’s sin. During
the days of Noah, God judged the wickedness of man with a great
catastrophe, covering the entire planet with water.
After Noah and his family came off the Ark, God commanded
them to spread out and fill the earth (now very different from
before the Flood). but the descendants of Noah disobeyed God.

we have thousands of languages but fewer than 20 language
“families.”

Back up a minute
Adam and Eve were the first humans. Then all humans died
except Noah, his wife and their three sons and daughters-in-law
during the Flood of Noah. If we’re all descended from the same
two people, then why do we look so different from each other?

Creative differences
Tower
plans

Actually, this “C” has a lot to do with answering this question!
God created Adam and Eve with the ability to produce
children with a variety of different characteristics. This ability was
passed on through Noah and his family.
As the people scattered, they took with them different
amounts of the information for certain characteristics—e.g.,
height, the amount of pigment for hair and skin color (we all have
the same pigment, just more or less of it), etc.

From this one event, the tribes and nations of the world
have resulted. because we all came from Noah’s family a few
thousand years ago, we’re all related!

They decided to stay in one place, building a tall tower, they
hoped would help keep them all together.
When the Lord saw their disobedience, He was displeased—
as He is with all disobedience—and He confused the language
of the people so they couldn’t understand each other (until this
time, they all spoke one language).
In this way, the Creator scattered them over all the earth.
The several different languages created suddenly at babel
(Genesis 10–11) could each subsequently give rise to many more.
Language gradually changes, so when a group of people breaks
into several groups which no longer interact, after a few centuries
they may each speak a different (but related) language. Today,

The Land of Shinar 4,000 years ago

A story based on Genesis 11:1–9

Their fathers both work
building a big new tower.
A tower God doesn’t want
the people to build.

Meet Joey and Ben.
They are best friends.
Welcome
to Shinar.

Hi!

Is it
done
yet?

God told the people to
spread out and fill the earth,
but the people didn’t listen
and stayed in one spot.
My father
says this tower
means we will
always be
together.

Not
yet.

Coming
soon!

Today, something is about
to happen that will make
the people move apart ...
Hey Joey,
want to hear
a joke?

... Here it comes!
Knock, knock ...
Who’s there?
Water...

Sure!

Quale vu
nomesas?

Everything comes to a stop.
Without the ability to
communicate, it is hard to
work together.
NAN TE
¡¡MASHITAKA
???

?

En ymmärrä

WAS HAST
DU GESAGT
???

?
Ek
verstaan
nie.

Ya ne
ponimayu

?
WOW! that was
some dream! I guess
learning about the
Tower of Babel in
church really
affected me.

?

Water who?

!

God has just confused Instead of one language
the language. Joey and
for the whole world,
Ben can’t understand
now there are many
each other anymore.
languages.
Me ne
komprenas.

?

?

Je ne
comprends
pas.

No te
comprendo!

?

?

?

??

?

Because each family group cannot
understand the other groups,
they move apart.

Joey and Ben wave goodbye,
never to see each other
again. It is a sad day.

¿Que dices?

?
Δεη καταιαβαίηδ

?

Later that day
Hey, Al!
Last night I
dreamed about the
Tower of Babel.
It was all so
real.

There
were two
friends and when
God confused the
languages
they ...

?

¿Que dices?
No te
comprendo!

HA HA! I just thought
I’d practice some of the
new words I learned in
Spanish class!

!

OH NO!
Al, I can’t
understand
you!
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Whew!
It was like
being at
Babel
again!
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